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Cool City Lab
Proposed Activities:
What does LAN do
Laboratorio Architettura Nomade was founded in Naples in 2004.
LAN is a group of architects, artists, designers who experiment through the production of
projects, events, workshops, new research concepts,
and new ideas for urban life and the built environment.
LAN team: Pietro Nunziante / Legal Manager, Alexander Valentino / Project Manager,
Alice Bartoli / Administration Manager, Cristiano Luchetti / Advisor
For the design and production of both the theoretical and material support,
LAN can count on the collaboration of numerous professionals:
Enzo Russo (eco-urbanist), Alì Schisa (architect),
Martin Devrient (architect/photographer/designer),
Arash Radpour (photographer/artist), Giacomo Faiella (designer/artist),
Mario Francesco Simeone (journalist/art historian/curator), Maria Luisa Matera (lawyer)
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and numerous other collaborators, among which:
Chiara Baldassarre (architect), Bianca Capece (archeologist),
Raffaele Vaccaro (water biologist), Ettore Massera (physicist),
Alberta Testa (assistant project manager).
The regular activities of the association concern:
Conducting seminars for students undertaking humanistic and cultural courses with
regards to knowledge of society and the urban environment.
The organization of workshops, meetings, open lectures, and cultural events.
Support activities for the growth and autonomy of groups and individuals,
such as the “Forum Campania Rom”
or “Giusto il Tempo di un Tè” (www.giustoiltempodiunte.it).
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• Inspections:
- Conca di Agnano (a)
- Volla-Fiume Sebeto (b)
- Fonte del Chiatamone (c)

• Lectures:
- Roberto Germano (theoretical physicist)
- Maurizio Iaccarino (biologist)
- Paola Mercogliano (climatologist)
- Gianluca Minin (geologist)
- Nick De Pace (architect, urban speleologist)
- Anna Migliaccio (landscape architect & planner)

• Guided tours:
- National Library of Naples (d)
- City caves (e)
- CelaNapoli (f)
- Augusteo Aqueduct (g)
- Underground Naples (h)
• Analysis and Proposals:
- interviews
- video-photographic documentation
- data collection of city water networks
- comparative analysis of historical maps of the city
- diagrammatic representation of status quo and future scenarios

